
Leader of Principal Duties Report: Board Meeting September 11, 2017  

1. 2017-2018 Theme 

I emailed everyone regarding the proposed title of our theme Got Fruit? Fruit of the Spirit 

and didn’t get any objections so we went with that title. We had our first chapel on 

Monday morning and the theme will work well during the year.  

2.  Michelle Bolt 

Michelle has not yet decided when she will return to school after her maternity leave. She 

has been informed about the cost of the insurance and the loss of several months of 

teaching experience. Elizabeth Boyes has been contacted and she is willing and able to 

take that class if needed.  

3. Edifide Convention 

Administration is in the process of purchasing the tickets for staff to go to the Edifide 

convention in October. Staff is on a rotation for who attends the convention each year. 

4. Erin Voortman 

An email was sent to everyone regarding the details of Mrs. Voortman’s pension plan 

issue. Mrs. Voortman is not a participant in the insurance plan. 

5. MAP (Measurement of Academic Progress) 

The students will be participating in this set of standardized tests this year. The staff will 

be taking time during staff meetings to learn how and when the tests are administered. 

Administration is finalizing the schedule for this with Justin Cook of OACS. 

6. Class Sizes 

With the addition of several students to the JK/SK class there has been some concern 

raised as to the size of that class and the issues that several of the students place on the 

teacher.  

7. SQAP  

The SQAP review committee will be meeting with Ray Hendriks on Friday, September 22, 

at 2:00 pm to get some guidance on how to move forward on implementing some of the 

recommendations. Administration is scheduling supply teachers to allow the meeting to 

take place. 

8. Technology Class Project 

The high school tech class would like to build a shed as part of their class curriculum this 

year. The shed could be used to store the school’s lawn tractor and other ‘stuff’ we need 



to protect, or it could be sold at the bazaar. Is there money in the maintenance budget 

to allow this to be built? 

9. Bathrooms 

There has been some discussion regarding the use of the bathrooms near the gym 

entrance and whether they can be opened again for student use. The lack of working 

stalls and the crowded conditions in the one bathroom have caused some concern about 

the primary teachers. 

 


